CONNECT YOUR PASSIONS IN ACADEMICS, CAREER, AND LIFE

“Participating in high impact practices has allowed me to work outside the classroom and make real world impact as a student all in the span of a few weeks. Those moments have informed the work I am passionate about and where I am headed.”

Sana Iqbal / Media and Communications - 2021

IN THE COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY-BASED LEARNING & RESEARCH (CBLR)

uwbcblr@uw.edu | www.uwb.edu/cblr

CBLR: Courses with a CBLR component engage with community organizations as students have the opportunity to participate in hands-on, skill-building activities to enhance course learning objectives, through the mutually beneficial exchange of creativity, knowledge, and resources. CBLR supports students in their development as professionals and engaged citizens.

IN RESEARCH & ART

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH & CREATIVE PRACTICE

www.uwb.edu/ocl/undergraduate-research

RESEARCH: Connect your interests (personal and academic) to research or creative practice projects and gain career-connected skills! Students from ALL majors and backgrounds can participate in research projects while at UW Bothell, even in their first year. This experience will often lead to scholarships and/or awards, and look good on a resume or graduate school applications.

IN THE WORLD

GLOBAL INITIATIVES

uwbw@uw.edu | www.uwb.edu/globalinitiatives/abroad

STUDY ABROAD: Spending a part of your university experience abroad or in a virtual internship will expand your understanding of the world and help you develop global skills – adaptability and intercultural communication that are in high demand by employers and graduate programs. For many students, global learning is a transformational experience.

GLOBAL SCHOLARS: Global Scholars brings faculty together with students from a range of disciplines to think through global issues and explore issues of diversity, difference, and identity as central to all global engagements. This year long leadership experience can prepare students for competitive international programs and local/campus employment.

IN CREATIVITY

MAKERSPACE

uwbmake@uw.edu | www.uwb.edu/ocl/collaboratory

MAKERSPACE: The Makerspace provides access to a wide variety of tools and equipment such as: 3D printers, laser cutters, a vinyl cutter, sewing machines, and more! Students are free to use this space to create, discover, collaborate and explore their ideas and creative interests. Both personal and academic projects are welcome for students to prototype, experiment on, and complete using the available tools and resources available. It is a community-centered and diverse social space for people with different skills and common interests to come together, collaborate and learn from each other.
How to get involved in an Undergraduate Research or Creative Practice (UGRCP) project:

**Step 1:** Use the opportunities database to find a faculty-mentored research and creative practice project that interests you:

```text
depts.washington.edu/uwbur
```

**Step 2:** Email the faculty contact. Example:

```text
Dear Professor Smith,
My name is Jane Doe and I am a pre-major freshman at UW Bothell. I was intrigued by your research project “Project Title” and was interested because of__________. Would it be possible to talk with you to further discuss my potential involvement in your research? I am available these days and times XX. I look forward to hearing from you.
```

**Step 3:** Check out all UGRCP scholarship, event, and summer research opportunities info at:

```text
www.uwb.edu/OCL/undergraduate-research
```

*First year/pre-major students are strongly encouraged to get involved.*